NOTATION OF BRIAN DAVID HILL IN REGARD TO THE
DECLARATION AND EXECUTION OF TENTH AMENDMENT
AUTHORITY TO NOT RECOGNIZE FOREIGN AND INTERNATIONAL
ENTITIES

I, Brian D. Hill, the former news reporter of USWGO Alternative News will have
my mother Roberta Hill transmit this to all Americans. To the attorneys, to the
representatives, and to the people. Due to certain conditions preventing me from
transmitting this document and any forms of such. So my filing assistant which is
my mother will do this.
I also like to make it known to the American people that I received a vision
on May 29, 2022. When I woke up around 10AM, I felt I was given a vision and I
feel personally that it came from God and Jesus and from the good Angels. I
received a vision of a legal document I had signed saying that I do not recognize
the authority of the World Economic Forum or something to that effect. I tried to
remember as much as I could from my vision, I was guided into making that legal
document, and when I am shown a vision I must pursue this vision. I do believe it
came from God because the devil wants an end to freedom, liberty, and free will to
make our own decisions and suffer the individual consequences of such decisions.
I feel God wanted me to make the form, the template and my signed declaration
that I cannot and will not give my authority as an individual to a foreign power. I
will not give away my individual rights to any foreign power. Any member of
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Congress who does that to me to make me give up my Constitutional rights and
sovereignty is a treasonous high traitor, a rat, and I do not recognize any member
of Congress or of any Courthouse or any President who decides our Constitution
means nothing and our sovereignty means nothing. High treason is what that is.
Treason to our Constitution.
I hope other countries can do the same thing as me and have their own
Constitutions and make it difficult to violate their Constitutions like in America. I
hope the world can have freedom, life, liberty, and prosperity as it causes the
pursuit of happiness. We can save the environment without the need for censorship
and control by bureaucrats. We can make zero point energy. We can have good
health without these bureaucrats trying to control us. We can save the earth and
save ourselves. We can equally be free and do what is right. Not let a small group
of psychopaths make those decisions for us. So help me God.

Executed on May 29, 2022.
BRIAN DAVID HILL
Pro Se

Brian David Hill
Founder of USWGO Alternative News
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310 Forest Street, Apt. 2
Martinsville, Virginia 24112
(276) 790-3505
American citizen
https://JusticeForUSWGO.wordpress.com
https://JusticeForUSWGO.nl
USWGO.COM
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